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In every important State or in groups of minor States,
there is an officer of the Government of India, called a
Resident, or Political Agent, through whom the Paramount
Power is kept in touch with affairs in the State. The
Princes contend that in contravention of their internal
sovereignty the political officers often interfere in the affairs
of the States. What the position was at the end of the last
century is described by Sir Henry Cotton, a distinguished
Anglo-Indian official, in the following terms :
" They are powerless to protect themselves. There is
no judicial authority to which they can appeal. There is
no public opinion to watch their interests. There is no
publicity to contest the action of a Government which is
able to decide their fate as it pleases. Their rank and
honour depend on the pleasure of a British Resident at
their court, and on the secret and irresponsible mandates
of a foreign office at Simla/'1
On the other hand, it cannot be denied that, in some
instances, intervention has been necessary in the interests
of the people of the States. The root cause of uneasiness,
due to the vigilance of the Political Resident or Agent, lies
in the preponderant interest the Princes show in maintaining
their own powers and privileges rather than those of the
people.
ft The complaints which we often hear/' writes Sir
Sivaswamy Aiyer, " from the subjects of the Indian States
and the known defects of administration in many of them
make it clear that many of the rulers have not yet begun
to realize that the princes exist for the people and not the
people for the princes/'2
The following table shows the classification of the Indian
States :
1 " New India," by Sir Henry Cotton.
z " Indian Constitutional Problem," by Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer.

